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Break a leg - Wikipedia Break a leg" is an idiom in theatre used to wish a performer "good luck" in an ironic way. Well-wishers typically say "Break a leg" to actors
and musicians before they go on stage to perform. The origin of the phrase remains obscure. Break a leg! - Idioms by The Free Dictionary break a leg A phrase of
encouragement typically said to one who is about to perform before an audience, especially a theater actor. It is thought to be used due to the superstition that wishing
one "good luck" will result in the opposite, but the exact origin of the phrase is unknown. Why Do People Tell Actors to â€œBreak a Legâ€•? The term â€œbreak a
legâ€• may be traced back to the Elizabethan language. To â€œbreak a legâ€•, in Shakespeareâ€™s time, meant, literally, to bow- by bending at the knee. Since a
successful actor would â€œbreak a legâ€• onstage and receive applause, the phrase would, in effect, be a wish for good luck.

Urban Dictionary: break a leg I told him to break a leg at his preformance of Lysistrata. He didn't seem pleased. 'Break a leg' - the meaning and origin of this phrase
The term 'break a leg' appears to come from the belief that one ought not to utter the words 'good luck' to an actor. By wishing someone bad luck, it is supposed that
the opposite will occur. Other superstitions are that it is bad luck to whistle in a theatre, to say the final line of a play during dress rehearsal, or to say the name of 'the.
Break a Leg (2005) - IMDb Break a Leg R | 1h 38min | Comedy , Drama , Thriller | 21 April 2005 (USA) A talented, but struggling actor is willing to go to any
length to get a job - including "break a leg"... especially those of other actors.

Amazon.com: Break a Leg 1-16 of over 5,000 results for "Break a Leg" Click Try in your search results to watch thousands of movies and TV shows at no additional
cost with an Amazon Prime membership. Breaking Legs 2017. CC. Prime Video. $0.00 Watch with a Prime membership. $3.99 - $7.99 $ 3 99-$ 7 99 Rent or Buy .
3.3 out of 5 stars 98. Where did the saying "break a leg" come from? | Factual Facts Break a leg is an idiom. An expression or phrase that has a figurative meaning i.e.
the meaning is not to be taken literally. This idiom is traditionally used in theatre and means good luck. 219 best "Break A Leg!" images on Pinterest in 2018 ... Find
this Pin and more on "Break A Leg!" by Ariel Arevalo. This was a suggestion for script writing but I find it applies to books as well. Writing tip: scene. (the 200
times part. even though, it's not all that far from the truth of it) tips on writting a book - - Yahoo Image Search Results Writers Write - Write to communicate.

Break a Leg (web series) - Wikipedia Break a Leg is an American independently-created comedy web series. The show is filmed in the handheld, one-camera style
associated with mockumentaries such as The Office.
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